














GTX
Popular Options

Side Doors are heavy gage, powder painted 
steel doors, which hinge open to access the 
scrub deck. These HD doors mount with a 
stainless hinge, to the rider scrubber’s steel 
frame, and protect the scrub deck from 
collisions into poles, pallets and such. Since the 
scrub deck sizes vary and often extend outside 
the scrubber’s frame, they can be exposed to 
damage. The doors include tall tower rollers, 
with non-marking polyurethane rollers, which 
spread impacts better and are less likely to 
damage or mark drywall.

Managers’ Lock-Out Brush Pressure allows a Manager, with 
a private key, to lock out the battery floor scrubber’s Scrub 
pressure adjustment. Our scrubbers offer 5 down pressure 
settings, and should only be used on maximum settings for 
floors with heavy soil build up or stripping floor finish. To 
avoid unnecessary wear on brushes or brushes, this lockout 
can be employed to maintain Managements’ preferred 
settings. 

Manager’s Lock-Out Solution Control permits a Manager, 
with a private key, to lock out the scrubber’s Solution Flow 
adjustment. Our floor scrubbers offer 6 settings for solution 
flow (Off, 0.2 gpm, 0.4 gpm, 0.6 gpm, 0.8 gpm, 1.0 gpm), 
with Heavy flow only needed for thick soil, dusty 
applications or times when cleaning at a higher transport 
speed. To limit the waste of water, the solution setting can 
be locked.

On-Board Soap System (SUDS). This Super-
concentrated Universal Dispensing System 
automatically and precisely meters the soap into 
the solution stream, thus avoiding spills, misuse of 
chemicals, unauthorized dilution adjustments, etc. 
By blending the scrubber soap at the end of the 
solution stream, only fresh water is used to fill the 
tank, or run through the solution system’s filter 
and solenoid valve, reducing potential clogs with 
these items. The SUDS jugs include cap inserts with 
valves to protect operators from exposure, a big 
safety feature of traditional drums and pales of 
soap. The system allows the operator to run with it 
OFF, Normal or Double Dose. The option includes a 
case of (6) ½ gallon jugs of PowerCat detergent to 
get the customer started. 
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